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May 2005                                                           from the desk of Steve Hibbard

WAKE UP CALL

Everyone in our industry is talking about the satellite services XM and Sirius.  
One big reason is their marketing, something that radio stations have cut way 
back in recent years (here in Denver for example, two Jefferson-Pilot stations are
the only ones with a real presence on local TV).  Listeners aren’t far behind those
of us who work in radio.  More than half are aware of at least one of the satellite 
services, and last November 80% of our Smooth Jazz Online Music Panel 
respondents said they were aware (sample: 257 persons age 25-64). 

To keep things in perspective, XM has 4 million subscribers, Sirius considerably 
fewer.  Meanwhile America has nearly a billion radios used by 280 million 
listeners a week.  Radio is a $20 billion dollar a year industry.  But fragmentation 
of leisure time and listening time will only continue to increase (just look at TV’s 
recent history).  And satellite radio isn’t even the biggest of the “threats” to radio. 
Far more people have access to portable music players and high-speed internet. 
Bill May of Apex Broadcasting writes that XM and Sirius are actually living on 
borrowed time.  “Soon car makers soon will consolidate all their in-car navigation 
systems with new in-car wireless internet service.” 

At JRN we now subscribe to both XM and Sirius – evaluating them has become 
part of our jobs.  I’m mainly monitoring the Smooth Jazz channels, both in the car
and online.  We’ll discuss their music after I’ve done more listening.   So far I’ve 
had a turn with Sirius in my vehicle, and the technical quality was quite 
disappointing.  I have to wonder what IBOC (aka DAB or HD Radio) will sound 
like.  Right now good old analog FM (well-engineered and with a decent signal) 
sounds good to me.   

Radio must wage a promotional battle, but the real test will come with our 
product.  Satellite radio offers huge choice and commercial-free music.  This 
month’s Arbitron/ Edison Media Research study Spot Load 2005 disclosed that 
80% of listeners feel that commercials are “a fair price to pay” for “free” radio.  
But spot loads have to come down, and commercials need to be informative, 
creative and entertaining -- not annoying.  We’re a long way from that.  Yes, we 
can create better quality programming than what I’ve heard on these satellite 
services.  Radio stations (even network affiliates) can invest in being truly and 
compellingly local.  But currently most are missing the mark.  Just one example 
of radio’s potential -- check out the May 23 Time essay by Walter Kirn, who was 
listening to Sirius while driving across Iowa, oblivious to the tornadoes in the 
area.          



PROMOTION:  What Works Best?

If a radio station wants to tell you what they’re doing, which of the 
following ways would be most likely to get your attention?  We asked that 
question of the Online Music Panel on May 19.  The choices we offered were 
media that could reach possible new listeners.  Here’s what we heard from 
235 respondents:

36.5%  A colorful piece of mail delivered to your home
28.5%  A television advertisement
26.2%  An outdoor billboard on a route that you drive regularly
  8.8%  An ad in the daily newspaper

While TV and outdoor are strong contenders for your “media mix,” it may be time 
to take another look at direct mail -- targeted at the right addresses, of course.  
It’s the best vehicle when you have a longer message.  Mail is most often used to
promote major giveaways and push workplace listening.  Television can be the 
most emotional medium, combining pictures and music.  Outdoor delivers a very
brief message, but just when people have the car radio at their fingertips.  As for 
newspaper, this survey confirms what radio has been trying to convey to our 
advertisers for some time.

ANSWERING LISTENER QUESTIONS

Listeners can get title, artist and album information on your station’s website with 
our “What’s Playing” feature.  Also they often email our air staff 
directly.  What about the phone calls or emails you get?  You can view 
music logs on our Smooth Jazz web page at www.jonesradio.net.   
Since these logs aren’t available very far into the past, you may want 
someone at your station to receive music logs by email.  These logs 
are more detailed and are sent to you in advance.  You save them in 
your computer until you’re finished with them.  If you would like to be on
(or off) that distribution list, send an email to Frances Padilla at 
fpadilla@jonesradio.net.  

Anytime you get an email or phone call with a question you can’t answer, just 
forward it to Steve Hibbard at shibbard@jonesradio.net, and we’ll get you the 
answer.  Please do not give any JRN phone number to your listeners.  

OUR NEWEST AFFILIATES

JRN’s Smooth Jazz is growing in the Pacific time zone.  Our newest affiliates 
include KKXS, Redding, California.  Joining us are Matthew Reisz, Carmy 
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Ferrari, Dave Shakes and Beth Tappan at Northern California’s new Smooth 
Jazz 96.1… the Bridge.

Also coming on board is KAZZ, Spokane, WA.  Welcome to Rick Dames and 
Michael Joseph at Smooth Jazz 107.1… the Oasis. 
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